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Financed by the Max Planck Gesellschaft. Detecting animate entities in the environment is necessary to identify and interact with predators, pray or mates (1). The percept of animacy (aliveness) can be evoked from impoverished visual displays of "biological motion": moving objects appearing self-propelled (e.g.: point-light walkers (2), animated squares and triangles (3)).
Most studies of biological motion use multi-dot displays which contain structural information (shapefrom-motion); thus, discounting the role of structural information is difficult. Use a single dot?
Can a single moving dot appear animate?
Is the posterior STS involved in detecting biological motion when only a single dot moves? 
Conclusion
We created animate and inanimate single-dot movement trajectories and intermediary morphs that were discriminated as we hoped by ¾ of our subjects. Preliminary fMRI data shows that activity in left medial parietal cortex changes with the morph level controlling the animacy percept. Surprisingly, this profile was not found in posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS). If confirmed in more subjects, these results could indicate that pSTS is only sensitive to biological motion when displayed by articulated motion or interacting objects. 2 prototype trajectories (modeled on a "fly" and a "leaf drifting in the wind") animating a white dot on a black background.
One algorithm controlling object motion direction and speed.
"Simple" cues such as position distribution, average speed, average movement direction should NOT carry the animacy information.
Minimal instructions to engage the natural animacy-detection system: "Imagine you are looking through a window at objects moving outside. Half of them are alive, half of them are not. Both are shown as a white dot, but they differ by their movement. Please decide for each object whether it's alive or not." 10 samples for practice, but no feedback or additional explanations. Algorithm: Direction = constant + oscillation1 * param1 + oscillation 2 * param2 + noise * param3 + wind * param4 Speed = constant + noise + wind * param4 
